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Kneecapping Barack Obama at every opportunity. 
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It’s… transparency like you’ve never seen! The White House blog gushes: 

We previously announced that the White House in December of this 

year would — for the first time in history — begin posting all White 

House visitor records under the terms of our new voluntary disclosure 

policy. As part of that initiative, we also offered to look back at the 

records created before the announcement of the policy and answer 

specific requests for visitor records created earlier in the year. 

They may have a point, if by transparency like you’ve never seen before, 

they mean “transparency that isn’t actually transparent”. Transparency 

isn’t worth much unless it increases trust in government and it’s hard to 

trust a government that’s not actually transparent: 

The White House released an incomplete log of visitors in the 

opening months of the presidency, offering a glimpse of power and 

influence in the new Democratic administration.

Technically, transparency isn’t that hard to achieve, assuming that’s 

what the White House really intends. Why waste time and effort 

answering individual queries? If the goal is transparency, wouldn’t it be 

simpler to put all the White House visitors into a searchable database 

and let users sort it all out? The Cato Institute, which has carefully 

tracked Obama’s transparency initiatives since he was elected, isn’t 

buying the White House’s “partial transparency” hype: 

… a three to four month delay in revealing visits is too long. Much of 

this information is computerized at the White House and could be 

revealed in real time or within 24 hours. Also, visits that are not 

revealed for security or diplomatic reasons should be noted as such 

so that the quantity of such visits can be tracked over time and 

misuse of this secrecy ferreted out. 

Below the jump is an updated ”Sunlight Before Signing” chart, 

reflecting all the bills President Obama has signed to date. Still only 

one (of sixty-one bills) has been posted on Whitehouse.gov 

for five days before signing. (That’s a .016 average, baseball 

fans.) 

…I’ve amended the chart to highlight an interesting thing: Two-

thirds of the time (41 of 61), the White House has held bills 

for five days or more before President Obama has signed 

them. The only thing keeping him from fulfilling his promise 

as to these bills is the simple failure to post them on 
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Whitehouse.gov. It’s hard to understand why the White House is 

not taking this easy step. 

What value does a promise have when you only keep it 16% of the time? 

Obama was lavish with his promises on the campaign trail. So far at least 

7 of his transparency promises have been broken: 

1. Make Government Open and Transparent 

2. Make it “Impossible” for Congressmen to slip in Pork Barrel 

Projects: the AP’s Calvin Woodward fact checked Obama’s claim that 

the stimulus was pork free and found it to be false. 

3. Meetings where laws are written will be more open to the public 

(Republicans have repeatedly been shut out) 

4. No more secrecy (Glenn Greenwald begs to differ) 

5. Public will have 5 days to look at a Bill (that promise was broken 

during his first 90 days) 

6. You’ll know what’s in it (not if the Democrats can help it) 

7. We will put every pork barrel project online. Hmmm… that 

didn’t happen, either.  

 

But there’s a far more serious problem here: Obama keeps making 

foolish promises that prove impractical or even impossible to keep. He 

doesn’t seem to understand that as President, he speaks for the nation. 

When America continually says one thing and does another, we lose 

credibility and Americans (not to mention the rest of the world) lose faith 

in government. 

Obama’s recent experience with the Nobel Prize Committee seems to 

have convinced him that simply saying he means to do something is 

enough regardless of whether his actions live up to his rhetoric. Of 

course, when both the media and the Nobel committee seem determined 

to grade him on appearances, can you blame him? 
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